Spiritual Records Studios
Terms and Conditions
Spiritual Records Studios is an independent recording and writing room based
in Chalk Farm located inside the renowned live music venue Spiritual Bar.
The studio is equipped with high quality recording equipment and instruments,
fully soundproofed and is run by Spiritual Records own Jack Trouble, who is a
multi-instrumentalist, vocalist, producer, sound engineer, songwriter/arranger
and performer.

Studio Prices
Spiritual Studios runs between 10am-6pm 7 days a week. All recording/writing
sessions vary, so to
more
send an email to
Jack who will be able to give you an estimated quote. Any form of demo
recording is also helpful.
The guide prices for a session in the studio are listed below. At the end of
each session you will receive a free rough mix and any audio stems on
request.

Full day recording with engineer

8 hours - £250

Half day recording with engineer

4 hours - £130

Dry Hire (No Engineer)

Full day - £200

These prices also include the full studio backline

Mixing Prices
Mixing prices can vary and is based on a few factors, such as amount of
individual tracks etc. To get a better idea on prices, please email Jack and
send him an MP3 or WAV of the song/s. below is a rough guide for mixing
prices per track. The price and the turnaround for a mix increase depending
on the amount of tracks, as it naturally takes longer to finish a mix depending
on the amount of individual stems.

Audio Mixing 2-20 stems - £40-70 with 2 free revisions
Audio Mixing 21- 60 stems - £80-£130 with 2 free revisions
Audio Mixing 50-100 stems - £140-£170 with 2 free revisions
Audio editing (tuning, comping etc) starts from £40 per song but please get in
contact with Jack for a full quote.

Currently, we do not do Audio Mastering but have a number of different
engineers that we work with that we can put you in touch with starting
from around £35 per song.

-

No food or drink must be consumed within the studio. We also do not
allow alcohol in any of our recording sessions. Failure to comply will result
in the session being
.
In all full day studio sessions there is a 20-minute break for both the artist
and the engineer for lunch.
All studio sessions require a 50% deposit paid in advance. If the session
is
48 hours before, it can be used as a studio credit. However, it
is non refundable.
If a session finishes early, the full amount for the time booked is still owed.
If you have any other queries before your session please do not hesitate
to get in touch with Jack or Rafael in advance.

Contact
Jack
Rafael

jacktroublemusic@gmail.com
rafael@spiritualrecords.co.uk

Equipment List
Microphones
4x Shure SM57
2x Shure SM58
1X AKG D12 VR
2x Beyerdynamic M130
2x AKG C414
3x Sennheiser MD421
2x Shure SM7B
1x Lauten Audio LA-320
2x Neumann KM-184
1x Neumann U87 AI
2x Rode NT2
1x SM57 Beta

Guitars/Amps
1x USA Highway One Fender Telecaster
1x USA Fender Telecaster (Customised)
1x MIJ Fender Stratocaster
1x Takamine EF340SC
1x Gibson SG Faded
1 Fender 68 Reiss e Prince on Re erb
1x Roland JC-40 Jazz Chorus
1x Blackstar Artisan Valve Amp
1x MIM Fender Precision Bass
1x Bass Collection Speakeasy 4 (Customised)

Hardware
1x RME Fireface 802
1X RME Octamic XTC 8 Channel Preamp
1x SSL 611EQ E-Series
4x AMS Neve 1073LB Mic Preamp

Speakers/Headphones
2x Adam AX7
4x Audio Technica ANTH-M50x

Software
Avid Pro Tools
Logic Pro X
Fabfilter Pro Bundle
Celemony Melodyne
Slate Everything Bundle

More software instruments and plugins are also available upon request.

